Adding a home screen shortcut to YACRS on your iOS or Android device

**IOS (SAFARI)**

1. Go to the YACRS [https://classresponse.gla.ac.uk/](https://classresponse.gla.ac.uk/)
2. Choose the menu icon
3. Choose ‘Add to home screen’
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**Android (CHROME)**

1. Go to the YACRS [https://classresponse.gla.ac.uk/](https://classresponse.gla.ac.uk/)
2. Select the menu in Chrome
3. Choose ‘Add to Homescreen’
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1. Go to the YACRS [https://classresponse.gla.ac.uk/](https://classresponse.gla.ac.uk/)
2. Choose the Firefox menu
3. Choose ‘Page options’
4. Choose ‘Add to home screen’